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1. Introduction

2. Task and data

Teaching machines to generate a
question from knowledge base (KB)
triples has many potential uses:
•

facilitating KB access by non-experts;

•

improving dialog models;

•

supporting intelligent tutoring;

•

augmenting data for QA systems.

Our motivation is to generate varied
questions from a single KB triple.

(Elsahar et al, 2018)

Existing simple questions data: one KB
triple-to-one question type, despite many
ways of asking for the same answer.
WKDQG
• Questions for a data-to-text benchmark
• Unify three datasets from different
KBs into one (Wikidata)
• Varied types and distribution of
346,439 (RDF, question) pairs

3. Our approach vs existing

Overview
•

•

•

•

Encoder-decoder Transformer
• Pre-trained weights (bart-base),
subword tokenization
Pre/Post-processing
• Delexicalization
• Property lexicalizations
Input:
• triple (Wikidata labels)
• question type (qtype) control
• question focus position + semantic type

Compare with Elsahar et al 2018

•

Pre-trained language model fine-tuned
with varied data and question type
control allows:

SQ: No zero shot constraints

•

generation of varied questions;

•

comparable performance (auto
metrics and human judgements),
without (i) noisy distant supervision
for properties; (ii) heavy pre- and
post-processing (delexicalization);

•

data augmentation for training more
robust QA systems.

SQ: Zero shot property and entity types

4. Generating varied questions with WKDQG
•

What category of celestial
object is 7624 Gluck?

5. Downstream QA performance

Finetune bart-base with WKDQG
Replace (qtype) control for test set samples with an alternative:

•

•

BERT-based question type predictor using WKDQG
data (question focus’s entity type + position in triple, S or O);

•

•

Pick most probable alternative qtype and generate a new
question with this.

Alternative test questions also lead to degraded performance of
QA systems — Huang et al 2019 (KEQA), Mohammed et al
2018 (BuboQA) — due to distribution shift.
However, enriching training data with set of questions of
plausible qtype for the given triple leads to:
• a reversal of the degradation on alternative test set;
• robust performance maintained on original test set.

Results: As expected, alternative questions score poorly on the
automatic metrics, but they have comparable quality based on
human judgements (3 annotators, Fleiss’ kappa: 0.521)
Our code for the experiments: https://gitlab.inria.fr/hankelvin/wikidataqg

